Abstract Computer-based simulations of human hip joints generally include investigating contacts happening among soft or hard tissues during hip movement. In many cases, hip movement is approximated as rotation about an estimated hip center. In this paper, we investigate the effect of different methods used for estimating hip joint center of rotation on the results acquired from hip simulation. For this reason, we use three dimensional models of hip tissues reconstructed from MRI datasets of 10 subjects, and estimate their center of rotation by applying five different methods (including both predictive and functional approaches). Then, we calculate the amount of angular and radial penetrations that happen among three dimensional meshes of cartilages, labrum, and femur bone, when hip is rotating about different estimated centers of rotation. The results indicate that hip simulation can be highly affected by the method used for estimating hip center of rotation. However, under some conditions (e.g. when Adduction or External Rotation are considered) we can expect to have a more robust simulation. In addition, it was observed that applying some methods (e.g. the predictive approach based on acetabulum) may result in less robust simulation, comparing to the other methods.
Introduction
Recently, many computer-based biomedical simulations have been developed in order to improve the speed and accuracy of medical treatments or diagnoses [1, 12, 16, 29] . Due to the increased attention received by hip problems in the orthopedic literatures [13, 23, 24] , computer-based simulations of human hip joints have been investigated too.
In general, hip simulations include investigating contacts happening among soft or hard tissues during hip movements. Therefore, three dimensional virtual models of real tissues are created based on CT or MR images, and the virtual tissues that penetrate one another during the movement are simulated. In reality, stresses corresponding to the amount of virtual penetration occur to avoid such inter-penetration of real tissues. Therefore, having an estimation of penetration depth can give an appropriate measure for investigating hip contacts during the simulation [1, 2, [14] [15] [16] 26] .
Since many hip simulations are based on rotation, it is required to have an estimation of hip joint center of rotation (HJC) [1, 15, 16] . There are several methods for estimating HJC [15] , which may provide different values for the same hip model. Thus, it is essential to know how the results of hip simulations may vary based on the methods used for estimating HJC.
In this paper, we investigate the sensitivity of hip simulation to the location of the estimated center of rotation. We estimate HJC by five different methods for 10 patients. For each patient and each estimated HJC, we rotate the hip about different clinical axes (i.e. Adduction, Abduction, Internal Rotation, External Rotation, Flexion and Extension) and estimate changes in the penetration depth among hip tissues (including bone, cartilage and labrum), during the movement. Since our goal is to check the HJC sensitivity during 3D computer-based simulations, our estimations are done using 3D meshes reconstructed from MRI rather than using physical models or cadaver [21] .
The results of this investigation can help researchers and clinicians by showing the impact of the applied HJC estimation methods on 3D hip simulations. In other words, the results provide information about: how hip simulations can be affected by the method used for HJC estimation; which kind of hip movement depends the most/the least on the HJC estimating method; whether the robustness of the HJC estimating methods vary by patients or not; and which methods of HJC estimation have similar/different simulation results.
Methods

MRI acquisition and models reconstruction
MRI protocol
In close collaboration with physicians, a protocol is defined to acquire images carrying sufficient information in a reasonable time. A 1.5T Siemens system is used for the acquisition. Due to clinical and technical constraints, high resolution imaging of the complete bones is not applicable. However, the coverage of the full bones is essential to define anatomical coordinate systems [33] . To tackle this issue, fast (3 min approx.) but low resolution acquisitions covering femur and hip bones are first performed. Then high resolution acquisitions, exclusively focused on the joint area, are performed (4 min per hip). This combination of various datasets provides enough information to the segmentation procedure, and avoids excessive acquisition times [15] .
MRI segmentation
The MRI datasets obtained by the described protocol are segmented to get models of the bones (femur and hip bone) and hip cartilages (femoral cartilage, acetabular cartilage, and labrum). The segmentation method [14, 15, 26] is briefly presented as follows.
Generic models of the bones and cartilages were built once using an interactive segmentation tool. When a new MRI volume needs to be segmented, the generic model is coarsely positioned into the MRI volume. A registration approach, which consists in deforming the generic models to match patient-specific anatomical boundaries, is then adopted. Generic models vertices are considered as lumped mass particles evolving under the Newtonian law of motion. A particle is subjected to internal and external forces in a multi-resolution scheme. Internal forces ensure smoothness and exploit prior knowledge of the models to create constraints (e.g. volume preservation, medial surfaces constraints, and shape priors). External forces use topological (e.g. cartilage-bone attachments), image (maximization of intensity-based similarity measures) and non-penetration (hierarchical collision detection [31] and response [32] ) constraints. The first-order differential equation system relating forces to particle state (position and velocity) is resolved by a stable implicit scheme [4, 32] . The segmentation is validated in experiments (in this research, a mean accuracy of 1.5 mm was reported for the bones segmentation), and the quality of the cartilages segmentation is visually validated by medical experts. Figure 1 shows some examples of segmented 3D models, in which Blue color indicates femoral and acetabular cartilages, while red is used for labrum.
HJC estimation methods
Many different methods of HJC estimation have been proposed that can be classified into predictive and functional approaches. The predictive (static) approach [5, 6, 10, 18, 27] relies upon the location of anatomical landmarks. The functional (dynamic) approach estimates the HJC from recorded [8, 9, 11, 25, 28] or simulated [15] [16] [17] motion. It has been reported that the functional approach is more accurate since joint dynamics are taken into account [33] . However, when the movements' amplitude is limited, the predictive approaches can be the only applicable methods (e.g. [7] ). Gilles et al. [15] has depicted three predictive and two functional approaches, which we describe here briefly.
Predictive approaches
The HJC is estimated as the center of the sphere that approximates the best the femoral head or the acetabulum. The approximation is thus a least square fitting, which aims to find the center (and radius) of the fitted sphere to the reconstructed data. These two methods are denoted as femoralheadsphere and acetabulumsphere methods. They do not lead to the same result due to an inhomogeneous interarticular distance. The doublesphere approach considers the joint as a perfect ball and socket joint where interarticular distance is constant. It aims at finding the common center of the femoral and acetabulum spheres (both spheres are centered on the same point). The fitting process for a simple sphere is then extended in this case [15] .
Functional approaches
The main idea in the functional approach is to enforce a certain inter-articular distance: given each vertex P i of the acetabulum, the difference |d
denotes the (reference) distance between the vertex P i and the femoral head. For a given joint transform, a minimization process is used to minimize the differences |d i -d i ref | through hip bone infinitesimal translations. Two different approaches are explored to choose the reference distance: (1) the dconst approach that uses a constant reference distance for all the vertices equal to the radii difference between the fitted femoral and acetabulum spheres; (2) the dref approach that uses the initial distances acquired in the reconstructed position to set the reference distances [15] .
In a simulated motion, each joint transform can be hence optimized in terms of shifts to seek reference inter-articular distances. The HJC is then considered as the point of the femur which moves the less in the hip bone frame during the optimized motion. A global minimization technique is thus applied to identify the HJC [15] . The chosen simulated motion is a circumduction pattern [16] with elevation set to 20°.
Contact management
For estimating penetration depth among virtual objects, collision detection methods are used. In fact, collision detection methods return colliding elements (i.e. vertices and polygons building virtual tissues). There are many methods proposed for collision detection, such as methods based on bounding volume hierarchy [20, 31] , distance fields [31] , image-space techniques [3] , spatial segmentation [2, 22, 30] , average-case approach [19] , and random selection method [20] . Arbabi et al. [2] proposed two methods for detecting collision among rotating objects. In these two methods, the penetration depths are calculated in either radial direction (originating from center of rotation) or angular direction (along the circular arc induced by on-going rotation axis). As the methods proposed by Arbabi et al. [2] are specialized for rotating objects, we use them for detecting collision and estimating penetration depth among contacting tissues of the hip joint.
When two objects collide with each other during rotation, two kinds of penetration may occur: (1) tangential or (2) radial. The tangential penetration happens in the angular direction that is tangential to the rotational trajectory (such as when femur bone collides with labrum). On the other hand, the radial penetration usually happens among the surfaces that are sliding on each other during rotation (such as when femur cartilage slides under acetabular cartilage) [2] . Therefore, two kinds of penetration are investigated:
Angular penetration between femur and labrum
Using the cylindrical segmenting method proposed by Arbabi et al. [2] , femur bone is cylindrically segmented and polygon indices are stored in corresponding table cell(s). Then the penetrating labrum vertices are detected by determining the table cell they belong to and checking potential collision with the femur polygons stored in the cell, along a circular trajectory. The penetration depth of a labrum vertex is estimated by calculating the smallest distance that the femur bone needs to be moved away in its rotational trajectory to leave the penetrated vertex of labrum out. Upper part of Fig. 2 illustrates cylindrical segmentation of the space around hip joint and the obtained angular penetration depth. In this illustration, 'd' represents the amount of angular penetration depth of vertex 'A' located on the labrum (light colored) inside femur bone (dark colored), when the bone is rotating about 'O'.
Radial penetration between femoral cartilage and the acetabular soft tissues (consisting of acetabular cartilage and labrum)
The penetration among femur and acetabular soft tissues is evaluated using Radial Cell-Based Partitioning method proposed by [2] . In this method, instead of applying cylindrical segmentation, the acetabular soft tissues are segmented radially (originating from center of rotation). Therefore, the returning penetration depths are calculated by finding the radial distance between each femur cartilage vertex and the acetabular polygons occupying the same radial segment of the vertex. The method is also repeated by exchanging the role of femur cartilage and acetabular soft tissues. Bottom part of Fig. 2 illustrates radial segmentation of the space around hip joint and the obtained radial penetration depth. In this illustration, 'd' represents the amount of radial penetration depth of vertex 'A' located on the femur cartilage (dark colored) inside acetabular cartilage (light colored), when the bone is rotating about 'O'.
Analysis
Ten healthy female subjects (average age: 24) were selected for the following study. All the experiments were approved by subjects and the ethical committees. After creating 3D meshes of the patients hip tissues based on MR Images, we simulated a patient's hip meshes by rotating the hip about five different HJCs (estimated for each patient, separately) and calculating tissues contact penetration depths (angular and radial). We did these rotations and calculations for all the patients (totally 50 simulations). For simplicity, we name each simulation based on the method used for estimating HJC and the number of patients. For example SIM(doublesphere, 3) stands for the simulation done for the third patient by considering the HJC estimated by doublesphere. In each simulation, we rotated the femur bone about its clinical axes to perform Internal Rotation, External Rotation, Abduction, Adduction, Extension, and Flexion, based on the standards explained by [33] . The maximum amount of rotation was derived from the investigation done by [13] about hip range of motion. For each degree of rotation, we estimated the maximum value of both angular penetration depth (when femur bone collides with labrum) and radial penetration depth (when femoral cartilage slides under the acetabular cartilage and labrum). Therefore, for each patient we obtained the curves showing how the maximum penetration depth changes during rotation about each clinical axis, by considering each of estimated HJC for the corresponding patient. As an example, upper part and bottom part of Fig. 3 are showing maximum amount of radial and angular penetration depths respectively, during hip Extension of a patient. The penetration depths are calculated by applying HJC estimated based on dref (thin solid curve), acetabulumsphere (dotted curve), doublesphere (dashed curve), femoralheadsphere (dot-dashed curve), and dconst (thick solid curve). For simplicity, we represent the obtained results of each simulation by following arrays: 
Results
Results series 1: per patient
As a real hip joint does not have any known center of rotation, in order to investigate the effect of HJC in penetration depth, we considered one of the methods for estimating HJC as a reference method and compare the other methods with it. Gilles et al. [15] have presented dref as a method for estimating HJC with smaller error; therefore, we considered the results of SIM(dref, X) as our reference values for patient number X. It should be noticed that choosing a reference method is just for simplifying the comparison, and having different reference methods returns the same conclusion.
To have a general evaluation, we first considered all the rotations together. Then for each simulation we estimated array of absolute differences in penetration depth (compared to the reference simulation): The same computations were also done for radial type of penetration. However, instead of calculating absolute differences, we calculated percentage of differences by dividing the absolute differences to the corresponding values when dref method is used. These calculations led us The mean values are shown as a median line of the tick bars, where each bar represents difference between dref method with one of the other methods for estimating HJC (bar #1: acetabulumsphere; bar #2: doublesphere; bar #3: femoralheadsphere; bar#4: dconst). The T-shape end limit on each bar represents the range of these values (maximum and minimum) (the tick bars are expanded up to of their range).
Discussion
In this paper, we investigated the sensitivity of the penetration depth among hip tissues to the methods applied for estimating the hip joint center of rotation. Our goal was to check this sensitivity during 3D computer-based simulations. Therefore, our estimations were done using 3D meshes reconstructed from MRI rather than using physical models or cadaver [21] . Two different kinds of penetration depths were considered (radial and angular) and the investigations were done for 10 different patients and for 6 types of clinical movements.
When the penetration depths for different patients are investigated separately (results series 1), it can be seen that for almost all of the estimated HJCs, radial penetration depth differs considerably (about 30% in average) compared to when HJC is estimated based on dref. Yet, these differences in estimated penetration depth are not the same for all of HJC estimation methods. The changes in the penetration depth are smaller when doublesphere and femoralheadsphere methods are used for estimating the HJC (less than 19% in radial case and less than 0.42 mm in angular case, in average). The differences increase to about 55% for radial case and 1.87 mm in angular case (in average) for all the patients when the dconst method is used. Such amount of differences highlights the fact that the hip simulations can give different results and conclusions when the HJC estimation method shifts to one another (especially from dref to dconst). Thus, the medical results of different hip simulations are not comparable if the hip joint center is estimated by different or unknown methods.
These results also show that the difference in penetration depth is patient oriented. For example, results of series 1 show that patient 5 usually has the highest difference in radial penetration depth, when the HJC estimation method changes. Also, patient 4 has the highest difference in angular penetration depth compared to the other patients, when doublesphere and femoralheadsphere methods are applied for estimating HJC. In addition, it demonstrates that radial penetration and angular penetration depth may vary in different manners when the method for estimating HJC changes. These results suggest that the dconst and acetabulumsphere present the highest variability with respect to the femoralheadsphere and doublesphere methods. This can be explained by various factors. First, the dconst method was depicted by Gilles et al. [15] as the worst method for computing the joint center with respect to the other approaches. Second, the performance of the acetabulumsphere can be explained by errors in the reconstruction of the acetabulum. Indeed, it is more difficult to segment the acetabulum than the femoral head. As a result, the sphere fitting will be affected by these errors. This also explains why the doublesphere method seems to be less sensitive than the acetabulumsphere method, as errors of the acetabulum segmentation are somehow compensated by the higher accuracy in the femoral head reconstruction.
Cartilages are still more difficult to segment compared to bones due to their thickness and their poor contrast in some images. Radiologists often use contrast agent injection to increase the visibility of the cartilages. This operation was not used in our experiments as it remains an invasive procedure. Cartilage segmentation remains hence difficult and resulting errors can as well influence the results. This can explain why some discrepancies exist among the various patients as the segmentation quality can vary from one dataset to another.
When the investigation is focusing on different axis of rotation (results series 2), in almost all of the cases using acetabulumsphere and dconst methods for estimating HJC cause the highest change in both radial and angular penetration. This is consistent with the previous remarks. However, radial and angular penetration depth during Adduction and External Rotation shows to be less sensitive to the methods used for estimating HJC (compared to the other types of rotation). On the other hand, Flexion is among the most sensitive types of rotation to the HJC estimation methods.
This investigation highlights the importance of the HJC estimation methods because of their influence on computer-aided medical researches and diagnosis. In fact, researchers should be careful in choosing the methods of HJC estimation, before providing any conclusion from their medical research. In any case, the HJC estimation methods that should be considered are those that are reported to be more accurate. For example, the dconst method should be avoided. In addition, special attention should be paid in assessing or considering the errors made in the reconstruction as they have an impact on the results. Presented HJC estimation methods are indeed affected by these segmentation errors. Also, the meshes quality and their resolution can affect the accuracy of the penetration depth computation.
Finally, in order to reduce the negative influence of such sensitivity on the hip joint researches, and to have comparable simulation results, a standard method for estimating HJC should be decided and used in all the future researches. For finding the standard method, different kinds of measurement can be used. However, since HJC is affecting the simulations, we suggest calculating the tissue contact penetration depths during the real hip movement (non-idealized) by gradually recording the relative position of the hip tissues, when the patients move their hip in the medical directions. The results should be then compared with the contact penetration depths calculated during idealized hip movement (when the hip joints are rotating about their estimated HJC). A HJC estimation method, which returns the smallest difference in penetration depths for a statistically significant number of patients (compared to the real movement), can be recommended as the standard method.
In conclusion, the results indicate that hip medical investigations are not necessarily robust when the HJC estimation method changes. Particularly, it could be observed that the dconst and acetabulumsphere are the least robust methods in some of the evaluations. In addition, hip simulation results (obtained based on different or unknown HJC estimation method) are more robust and comparable when the hip movement is closer to Adduction or External Rotation, rather than Flexion.
